The E-Tronic® 80

Clean, contemporary design for public restrooms

TempShield®

Available with optional integrated ASSE 1070 compliant scald protection**
The E-Tronic® 80

Contemporary design with Dependable touchless convenience.

The E-Tronic® 80 offers a new, contemporary design option for commercial restroom applications. With above-deck electronics, including models with integrated scald protection**, the E-Tronic 80 eliminates clutter below the deck to enhance the overall design of the room.

Saves Water
Adjustable run time with vandal resistant outlet options from 35 to 1.5 GPM.

Easy to Install and Service
Electronic components are above-deck for faster installation and easier maintenance.

Added Safety
Available with an integral ASSE 1070 compliant thermostatic protection** to help prevent scalding.

Optional Commander”™ handheld programming unit maintains and monitors your faucets.
- Five Running Modes
- Hygiene Flush
- Track Usage

Versatile Design
Available with single or dual supply. Dual supply features user adjustable temperature control. Installers can easily convert to concealed control with included vandal resistant chrome plated cap.

Innovative Power Options

LTPS
Long Term Power System
Maintenance-free power for 15 years or more.

AC
Plug-In or Hard-Wire

DC
Lithium CRP2 Battery

Accessories

Commander”™ Handheld Unit
116.585.00.1

4” Cover Plate
3500-001KJKCP

8” Cover Plate
3500-002KJKCP

Dual Supply
Comes with external temp control or convert to concealed mixer. Available with optional thermostatic protection.

Single Supply
Connects easily to a building’s pre-tempered water supply or an external mixing valve.

Codes & Standards

ASSE 1070 Certified*
Certified to NSF/ANSI 61, Section 9

ASME A112.18.1/CSA B125.1 Certified

*Only models with thermostatic mixer are ASSE 1070 certified.
**Patent pending.